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Summary5

Laboratory measurements often use several instruments to fully explore the relavent parameter6

space; such as, an external lock-in amplifer, an electromagnet, a RF generator, etc.. Ordinarily,7

these intruments have to be individually controlled and their parameters have to be manually8

recorded. MacroQueue enables effortless measurements throughout these high-dimensional9

parameter space systems. MacroQueue is a modular software designed for controlling and10

automating various laboratory equipment in sync without requiring significant coding ability.11

It can be extended to automate any system that can be controlled via Python.12

Users can easily add python functions to control new and existing auxiliary equipment, in13

addition to new and existing systems, as long as they can be controlled via python. Although14

any arbitary python function can be added, it is preferable that functions are written with the15

functional programming paradigm in mind, so they are small and each perform a single task.16

This allows the functions to be reused for many types of measurements.17

Figure 1: The general procedure for using MacroQueue.

The functions are grouped into a macro for each type of measurement. Macros are added to18

a queue with different values for each parameter, e.g. bias, magnetic field, etc., to perform19

measurements throughout the parameter space. Each measurement is performed consecutively20

on a seperate thread to allow measurements that are still in the queue to be modified. These21

features allow users to easily control several instruments in sync, add new instruments to a22

system, and perform long series of measurements with minimal input.23
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Statement of need24

Numerous instruments have to be controlled in sync to access the full parameter space25

of a system. MacroQueue provides a simple GUI to allow users to perform measurements26

throughout the parameter space without coding. This software is currently in active use in27

several laboratories at The Ohio State University and the NSF NeXUS Facility. It assisted28

in the research of Goff et al. (2024) and Koll et al. (2024). Several similar packages and29

APIs already exist, such as Jermain et al. (2020), Rakitin et al. (2023), and Barnard (2023).30

A good overview of available Python packages can be found in Buchner (2022). The goal31

of MacroQueue is to provide a frontend GUI that allows users to perform measurements in32

high-dimensional parameter spaces without requiring the coding ability that is necessary to use33

the existing APIs while still providing advanced users the flexibility to write arbitrarily complex34

functions.35

Overview36

MacroQueue can be packaged into an executable, by either using the provided script or using37

PyInstaller directly, so that coding and using the command line is completely optional. To38

further allow the user experience to be as simple as possible, any arbitrary python function, no39

matter how basic, can be added to MacroQueue. Even as a executable, users can open the40

“source folder” via the File menu to access the python files that control various intstruments.41

Upon launching, MacroQueue searches this folder for new files. Every function, from each42

python file, is dynamically imported using the package importlib, part of python’s standard43

library. For each parameter in a function, MacroQueue reads the default value to interpret the44

datatype (e.g. string, numerical, boolean, list, filepath) and the appriate control in the GUI45

(e.g. text box, numbers only text box, checkmark, dropdown menu, file browser respectively).46

Figure 2 shows example code and the various controls that are produced in the GUI.47

Figure 2: The workflow for adding a new function and defining a new macro.

For additional features, users can write metadata for each parameter in comments above each48

function. The metadata includes units and an explation of what the parameter does, which will49

be included in the parameters’s hover tooltip. Numerical values can also have a soft minimum50

and/or maximum value in their metadata; when a users tries to input a value outside the51

range, there will be a pop-up warning to confirm that they want to proced. Hard limits can be52
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applied in individual function by raising an exception, such as a ValueError exception. If an53

exception is thrown in any of the functions, intentional or otherwise, the queue will be paused,54

the current macro will be canceled, and a pop-up will provide the user with the exception’s55

details.56

Figure 3: The workflow for adding macros to the queue.

MacroQueue makes a GUI, shown in Figure 3, using the WxPython toolkit Pasanen (2023).57

The queue is on the left, showing the macros that will be run. The existing macros are on the58

right. New macros can be created via the Macro menu or by modifying an existing Macro.59

When you add a macro to the queue, there will be a menu where you can edit which functions60

in the macro will be run and the values for each parameter that will be used. Users can input61

multiple values for numerical parameters. MacroQueue will ‘expand’ the macro into multiple62

macros, with each value, to the queue. The macros are created as if there is a for loop at63

the expanding function and every function below the expanding function is inside the loop.64

Figure 3 shows an example with 2 values for the setpoint and 5 values for the bias so 10 macros65

are created. The setpoint function will run twice, and the bias function will run 10 times, 566

times per setpoint. This can be used to quickly add thousands of measurements throughout67

the parameter space to the queue.68
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